Synopsis

If you love your Furby, you will love this book. Many colorful Furbies and the things they can do and say. A complete guide to understanding your Furby. Well worth the small price.
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Customer Reviews

At least you'll feel like a complete idiot when you buy this book, look at all of those silly pictures, and see that most of the information you want to train your Furby is on just a few pages. Furbys are unable to record messages, learn complicated phrases or foreign languages, or become potty trained. As such, you will not learn how to teach Furbys these things by reading this book. You can get most of what you want to know on the web. Save your money and buy two Beanie Babies, instead.

Though put together nicely and full of cute Furby pictures, this book contains little information that is not already present in the included instruction booklets. You’d learn more about your Furby by searching the Internet or (shudder) actually paying attention when you’re playing with your Furby. This might be a nice gift for a casual Furby owner, but not for someone who’s seriously into training.

i liked the trainers guide, i mainly wanted to know more about the games and easter eggs of the furbys and to see some pics. It did have those things but the pics were silly (but some funny and cute pics). i wanted good pics of each color scheme or something not mona furby or furbybird. the
best things are the easter eggs tricks saves u time of searching newsgroups and webpages and its all in one with same stuff the two booklets that came with furby too. and the registery and adoption certificates were nice and there's more than one in case another friend or family member has a furby too. nice book if your little booklets are lost or destroyed or if u dont have time to search for all the furby news and tricks. Sure get it is the perfect place to get it, since the salespeople at the store laughed at me when i bought it and called to see if they had it.

This Guide is so neat it's very comfortable and easy to use! My furby is now a delite little robot thanks to the THE FURBY TRAINER'S GUIDE! Their arn't many pictures or games but the are many ways to help your furby learn and understand helping information, after useing this guide your furby is sure to be a good one ,I recomend this book to any furby lovers just like ME!!

It is all pictures, it has no actual purpose, except annoying you.All it does is give pictures, and doesn't explain Furbies, (which is what it's meant to!) very well.There are lots of useful pages on the internet, (so save yourself the money and don't buy this book! )

As I said this book is for starters and people that have a craze over the furry electronic. But I guess ill give it 4 stars for its pictures and information.

This book was perfect for training my Furby. It tells you how to play games, and what to do if something happened to your Furby. It had cute pictures too.

This was a pretty good book. But it only says what the instructions say. And the easter eggs you can find online . But it had beautiful pictures.
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